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MODULE 9 | CONSUMER EDUCATION
Activity 1 - A review of key concepts
Q1: Identify key ideas you learnt about consumption in Module 1. 


 
Q2: Brainstorm a list of the questions you would like to see answered in this module.



Activity 2 - Fair share
Q3: Identify patterns of global expenditure that you think are not sustainable - socially, economically, politically or ecologically, and give your reasons.
Patterns
Reasons for not being sustainable
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

  
Activity 3 - Paradoxes and impacts of consumption
Q4: Make notes about (i) the nature of the problems caused by the five paradoxes of consumption and (ii) solutions that you think could work in your school or local community.
Consumption does not guarantee happiness.
Notes:
Solution:
Many poor and deprived people live in the most affluent of societies.
Notes:
Solution:
 Economic growth from consumption does not ensure quality of development.
Notes:
Solution:
Northern consumption is often at the expense of the South.
Notes:
Solution:
 Consumption is costing us the Earth.
Notes:
Solution:
 
Q5: Identify one consumption question, issue or problem that could be taught in a range of different school subjects (name the topic and subjects). 



Q6: Plan a project or assignment guide for an Internet research project on "T-Shirts, Jeans and Fair Trade" for junior secondary students. 


 
Q7: What role might media studies play in in student learning about these questions, issues or problems?


 
Activity 4 - Driving forces of increasing consumption
Q8: Calculate the proportion of global consumer spending by the middle 60% of income earners in the world. 


 
Q9: What is the message of the formula: I = C x T x P? 


 
Q10: How might you use this formula in your teaching about consumption?


 
Q11: Summarise the roles that the following ‘driving forces’ play in promoting unsustainable levels of consumption: 
Globalisation
Population growth
Consumerism and personal identity
The work-and-spend cycle
Alienation from nature
Changing technology
Rising living standards in the South
  
Q12: Suggest ways in which three driving forces of consumption could be reoriented to promote sustainable consumption.
Driving force
Reorientation to promote sustainable consumption







Activity 5 - Ecological Footprints
Q13: Investigate the Ecological Footprint of your country in relation to two other countries: (i) one with a similar footprint, and (ii) one that has a contrasting footprint.


 
Q14: Contrast the ecological deficit of the countries that have the largest and the smallest Ecological Footprints. What pattern do you find? How can this be explained?


 
Q15: What is the size of your Ecological Footprint?


Q16: How many planets would we need if everyone in the world had your Ecological Footprint? 

 
Q17: How does your Footprint compare with those of people in other countries in the world?

 
Q18: What aspects of your lifestyle contributed the most to the size of your Footprint?

 
Q19: Identify three key concepts related to Ecological Footprints that you could integrate into a teaching unit for one of your classes. What example(s) could you use to illustrate each concept? And what type of teaching strategy or learning experience would be helpful for each one? 
Key Concept
Illustration
Teaching strategy/learning experience









 
Q20: If your class does not have easy access to computers, how could you use a paper version, the Ecological Footprint Quiz, in your teaching? 



Activity 7 - Reflection
Q21: Answer the key questions that guided the development of this module (from Activity 1):
Sustainable Consumption
What is driving the rapid rise in consumption levels?

Is it realistic to expect people to reduce their consumption?

What are the social and environmental impacts of world consumption patterns?

What are the defining characteristics of sustainable consumption?

What is the goal of sustainable consumption?

What can governments and companies do to encourage sustainable consumption?

What can individuals and families do?

 
Education
How can education help alter consumption patterns?

What concepts need to be understood?

What skills are needed?

What attitudes and values support sustainable consumption?

What principles can be followed for an effective education programme?

What resources are available?

What are some schools already doing about sustainable consumption? 

 
Q22: Adapting teaching units for use with a class I teach:
Global Perspectives on Fast Food:


The Paper Trail:


 



